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Reviewer's report:

pg 4 ln 16: Authors should be careful to distinguish between risk assessments associated with thorough exposure and dose response analysis, versus impact (or hazard) assessments which lack the link between exposure and dose-response. This would be a helpful distinction to make here at the beginning to sharpen the distinction.

pg 4 ln 26: ecological scale is a poor descriptor for a geographic scale that is defined by census tract, county or other arbitrary political boundary. Ecological would refer to places sharing common structure and function.

pg 4 ln 38: increased potential for health hazards. This screening tool and others like it are careful to inform users that they do not define risk or hazard

pg 6 ln 36: describe how this determination was made, what was the search methodology employed to make this conclusion?

pg 14 ln 42: The "PC" should be identified in the text for ease of reading.
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